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In 2011 an undercover representative of the Men's Rights site A Voice for Men known
as Agent Orange intercepted exchanges between radical feminists on the Radfem Hub
project. They thought their posts were strictly secret. The extracts below have been
taken from a summary of just a few of the exchanges made public by A Voice for
Men, with acknowledgements to Robert O'Hara and the other guys at A Voice for
Men, this summary is just my plagiarism, plus my personal commentaries. If you
doubt the authenticity of these statements, the original screen shots and the real
names of the women who hold these vile opinions can be found at,
http://www.avoiceformen.com/feminism/feminist-violence/alexacaliente-alyssapryanitasarkeesian-jaclynf-abc-radfem-hub-the-underbelly-of-a-hate-movement/.
I warn you that you will find this material too horrible to believe. But it is true.
Welcome to Red Pill land. Of course you can find any amount of stupid stuff on the
internet. But the point of these little gems is that the women in question are all
educated. There is an unusual lack of mistakes of spelling or grammar. All appear to
be middle class (for want of a better term) and in responsible occupations. Their
evident desire to kill males of all ages from foetus onwards does put rather a dent in
their claims that women are non-violent. Also remind yourself in reading these quotes
that, in child custody cases, it is taken as axiomatic that the best interests of the child
is to be with the mother. Are you absolutely sure about that, Judge?
Firstly a female child care worker. This is what she has to say about the young boys in
her care. "I honestly have been reassessing the fact that I am giving care to these little
future rapists, and what that says about me and my separatism. I know it is kinda
going against my principles to support and care for these little fuckers". There's more,
but I'll spare you her ever-so-caring reference to a certain little boy as Mr. Rape
Threat (I don't know the age of the child, but certainly well sub-pubescent).
Next a female community development coordinator for the City of Perth in Australia
and a former U.K. Big Brother contestant. Her contribution to gender relations was,
"Next time I hear the 'what about men' question I will suggest that men have a
national day where they can have opportunities to be raped and battered and where
they can stay at home and cook and clean, work in low paid jobs and be purchased
from brothels". If only she'd asked, any passing MRA could have told her the good
news - that's a description of every day for men - not just once a year. Every day men
are being battered and raped.
Next an exchange between a female web developer in Curitiba, Brazil, and another
female feminazi: "The other day I was feeling just a tad frustrated with a lesbian
friend whose only topic of conversation seems to revolve around how much she hates
men. [Response: Does that mean you think hating men is a bad thing? Or you just
think it's been twisted around in the lesbian community?] Answer: Not at all, Maggie.
In fact, I'm one of those bad, shameful feminists who wish we could all just kill the
fuckers (whether it's a practical tack to take or not). But, isn't it frustrating when
you're out with a lesbian and still all you can think/talk about is men? For the most
part, I'm not interested in being reminded they even exist".

Next a female writer and member of the City of Kingston Arts Council in Ontario,
Canada (posting name Mary Sunshine): "Females don't have to kill baby boys. Just
not nurture them. Females are forced to *birth* baby boys, but beyond that a female's
physical actions are her own. Males will die without the constant infusion of female
energy that they get from our wombs and from our lives. They are perfectly welcome
to take the male infants from the hands of the midwife, and what they do with it from
that point is *their* decision. Females need to not be emotionally and intellectually
invested in a male future." I don't think you need to worry about being excessively
emotionally attached to any male babies you may have, Sunshine. I am reminded
reading this of the large number of babies who are killed by their mothers, and the
generally lenient treatment such mothers receive on the grounds of post-natal
depression. Are we sure? I am also reminded of the statistics on infanticide in the US
which I have seen and which show larger numbers of boy babies being killed than girl
babies. Is it possible that this sentiment is already being played out for real by some
women?
Next a female special education teacher at The Center for Discovery, Hurleyville,
New York responding to a previous woman's post: "Previous post: Nine year old
male child to female child of the same age, 'If you don't love me back and be my
girlfriend I'll just rape you'. Response: My gut reaction to this was to mentally pick
him up and throw him out the window - without bothering to open it first. Nine years
old and already ruined for life by the older males in his sphere of influence". Hmm, a
nine year old boy has no idea what rape is. Moreover, nine year old boys tend to avoid
girls like the plague and certainly don't want a girlfriend. I think this whole scenario is
made up. If there ever was a boy that said what he is supposed to have said he could
only be repeating parrot-fashion something he had heard. And who is it that talks
about rape all the time - men or feminists? I rest my case. Also, if the boy existed at
all there's a fair chance that there were no "older males in his sphere of influence",
none at all.
Next from our own noble land, and under the thread title "Female-Only Reproduction
is Only a Few Years Away", a well known feminist activist who was instrumental in
passing legislation in the U.K. regarding the mental health of women in prisons: "It
needs to be so unfashionable to have boys and then they would be aborted before
seeing the light of day just like millions of girls who are aborted every year and no
one sees the harm in that. I think secretly many womon already abort boys they just
keep it quiet because of the outcry it would initiate. I frequently hear womon
lamenting having boys and some make a conscious choice to have no more (babies)
just in case they have a boy. 'The trouble with boys' is becoming an issue here in the
UK as they are the worst behaved and hardest to educate and so on and on....younger
boys are becoming more and more violent in their actions even to the point of
maiming and man slaughter (other boys mostly and sometimes girls) they seem to be
on a self destruct mode...I agree with the earlier remark that feminists have a greater
chance of bringing up boys in the 'sisterhood model' but from my experience that does
not work." Well, she seems to agree with my horrible hypothesis that mothers might
already be bumping off boys. Lovely. I do like her take on 'the trouble with boys'.
You cripple boys with discrimination, undermining their education, then you turn
around and say, "sorry, chum, we've decided we're not going to allow you to live
because you're just too much trouble to educate". What she says about boys running
around murdering people is just pure fabrication.

Next a female communications assistant for the French-Australian Chamber of
Commerce and Industry in Australia: "As for me, my very own *personal* solution - I
want violent military revolution - globally".
And finally, from the US, an established female writer, publisher and lawyer: "You're
more radical than I am ATM, though who knows where I'll be in a year - but your
proposal to exterminate the male entirely a la Solanas is to me more of a last resort".
Phew, I thought we were in trouble for a moment! She continues with remarks
relating to potential biological solutions to the man problem, such as lowering
testosterone levels (I presume this would not be voluntary) and notes with
commendable caution that these discussions should be carried out only "in these
closed threads, obviously". Oops. By the way, the "Solanas" referred to is Valerie
Solanas who wrote the SCUM Manifesto (that is, the Society for Cutting Up Men).
We are told that we should not cite poor Valerie Solanas as an example of feminazism
because she was insane. Well, yes she was insane, but that doesn't stop radfems like
those featured here from admiring and quoting her works. Her SCUM Manifesto is
full of extreme nonsense, including complete extermination of all males. And the
RadFems love her to bits to this day.

